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Nematic-liquid-crystal–air interface in a radial Hele-Shaw cell: Electric field effects
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The influence of an external electric field~applied to the nematic liquid crystal layer! on the morphology of
the nematic-liquid-crystal–air interface has been studied experimentally in radial Hele-Shaw geometry. The
effective viscosityme f f of the nematic has been tuned by the electric fieldE and by the flow. At low excess
pressurepe ~where the growth of the interface is controlled mainly by the surface tensions), the appliedE has
no significant influence on the morphology of the interface, but decreases its normal velocity due to the
increase ofme f f . At higherpe ~where the growth is not only controlled bys, but also by the kinetic term that
depends on the effective viscosity! a significant difference in the morphology has been observed as a function
of E. Experiments have shown that the influence of the electric field on the pattern morphology increases with
the driving force~pressure gradient!.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Saffman-Taylor~viscous fingering! problem has been
intensively studied, since it represents a relatively sim
case of nonlinear interfacial pattern formation—see, e
Refs.@1–4#.

For the interface between two close parallel plates w
separationd ~Hele-Shaw cell@5#! where the less viscous flui
drives radially the more viscous one, experimental res
agree well with the linear stability analysis@6#. Later stages
of the interface growth in the radial geometry~after breakup
of the initial circle! are less understood than those of t
channel flow. For isotropic fluids, the pattern continues
evolve through repeated tip splitting to form more and m
fingers.

An external perturbation or an imposed anisotropy c
change dramatically the Saffman-Taylor finger and can e
depress the tip-splitting process. Experiments@7–12# have
demonstrated the important role of the introducedexternal
anisotropy~gas bubble in front of the finger, grooves, or gr
engraved on the bounding plates! in viscous fingering.

Other possibility is to introduceintrinsic anisotropywith
the use of non-Newtonian or complex fluids~usually as a
more viscous fluid! where shear thinning/thickening effect
or plastic/elastic effects, result in a much richer morpholo
cal diagram than that for isotropic fluids. Despite the co
plexity of the governing equations, interfacial instabilities
such fluids are subject of rapidly developing research b
experimentally @13–25# and theoretically or numerically
@26–31#. Besides the challenging basic research issues, t
studies are of pronounced technological importance.

A number of experiments has been done in systems w
nematic liquid crystals as the more viscous fluid where b
the shear thinning and elastic effects are combined, see
Refs. @32–38#. Four basic types of morphologies have be
found in these systems: tip-splitting branches, dense bra
ing, sparse dendritic, and dense dendritic@32,35#. The tip
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stabilization and the apperance of the dendritic pattern
been attributed to the viscosity anisotropy at the tip@33,34#.
Recently, it has been shown by numerical simulation for i
tropic fluids that non-Newtonian behavior can suppress
splitting and produce dendritic growth with side branch
@27,30#.

In nematic liquid crystals the director fieldn ~that de-
scribes the orientation of the nematic phase! and the velocity
field v are coupled by nonlinear nematohydrodynam
equations—see, e.g., Refs.@39,40#. However, detailed analy
sis based on the precise nematohydrodynamic equat
which would allow quantitative comparison with exper
ments is not available at the present. Questions such as
interplay between viscosity and elasticity as well as the co
petition between the surface tension and viscosity aniso
pies are still open. The motivation of this work was to co
tribute to the solution of these problems, specifically to stu
the effect of the viscosity anisotropy along the interface
applying an electric field that provides a tool for fine tunin
of the viscosity between its two limiting values. Name
using nematic liquid crystals with dielectric anisotropy«a
5« i2«'.0 (« i and«' are components of the uniaxial d
electric tensor parallel and perpendicular ton, respectively!,
and applying an appropriate external electric fieldE perpen-
dicular to the plane of the cell, one can tune the effect
viscosity me f f of the more viscous fluid in the shear plan
with pe andE. To our knowledge, this is a unique system
which differentme f f could be assured for the same exce
pressurepe . When the shear torque@40# exerted on the di-
rector is much larger than the electric torque~high pe and
low E, elastic torques are negligible in our case!, the effec-
tive viscosityme f f'h1. In the opposite case, when the ele
tric torque is much larger than the shear torque, we h
me f f'h2 (h1 andh2 are the corresponding Miezowitz vis
cosity coefficients—see, e.g., Ref.@40#!. Consequently, in the
experimentsme f f can be tuned in the range of

h1<me f f<h2 . ~1.1!

Finally, one should mention that the reorientation of t
director tunes the surface tensions of the air-nematic inter-
face too in the range of
nt,
©2003 The American Physical Society17-1
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s i<s<s' , ~1.2!

wheres i ands' are the surface free energies for the int
face parallel and perpendicular ton, respectively. However
the change in the surface free energy froms i to s' is in the
range of only 20–50 % for different nematic substances@41#,
while the anisotropy in the viscosity is much larger:h2
.5h1 far below the nematic-isotropic phase transition te
perature (TNI)—see, e.g., Refs.@42,43#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

In the experiments two commercial liquid-crystalline su
stances have been used, both having positive dielectric
isotropy and a broad temperature range of the nematic ph
ZLI-2116-100 ~Merck, «a53.7, TNI595 °C) and RO-TN-
430 ~La Roche,«a517.6, TNI570 °C). Both substance
have been doped with dichroic blue dye D16 British Dr
House in order to enhance the contrast at the air-nem
interface, and to enhance the visual effects of changes in
orientation ofn.

Two different radial Hele-Shaw cells have been used. C
1 was made of 3.1 mm thick glass plates. The whole in
surface of the bottom plate of dimensions (90390) mm2 and
only one-half of the upper plate of dimensions (
380) mm2 have been coated with SnO2. Such electrode ge
ometry has allowed to applyE only on one-half of the cell
and consequently, to study pattern forming processes
differentme f f simultaneously. Cell 2 was made from 5.5 m
thick float-glass plates. The inner surfaces of both bott
and upper plates have been coated with a conductive la
The dimension of the squared bottom plate was (1
3160) mm2, while the circular upper plate had a diamet
of 140 mm. In most of the experiments the plates were se
rated byd5100 mm thick spacers. Air was injected at con
stantpe through the hole of 1 mm in diameter in the center
one of the plates. The inner surfaces of the bounding g
plates had no special treatment except a careful clean
This cleaning procedure, however, gave a homeotropic
choring ~i.e., director perpendicular to the plates! when pe
50. The director orientation has been detected by mean
birefringence.

The pressure of the filtered air has been regulated
ported precision regulator~model: Norgren 11-818-100! with
an accuracy of60.03 bar. A unit for pressure reduction h
been also used that decreases further the pressure an
hance its stability. The path of the air has been controlled
two three-path solenoid valves. The pressurepe has been
measured by precision pressure meter~Watson&Smith! with
an accuracy of61 mbar. The temperature of the cell h
been regulated by a hot stage with an accuracy of61°C. In
all the experiments in whichE has been applied we used a
ac field with a frequency of 1 kHz. The growth process
have been recorded onto video tape. The recorded im
were fed into a PC for digital analysis, with spatial resoluti
of 5123512 pixels and 256 gray scaling for each pixel. W
the magnifications used in the experiments spatial resolut
of (0.17530.123)mm2/pixel and (0.24130.166)mm2/pixel
have been determined for cell 1 and cell 2, respectively.
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One of the most critical issues in the viscous fingeri
experiments is the plate deformation@13,15,22#. Following
the work of Ref.@13#, we have estimated the deformation
the glass plates occuring under pressure. Even under
most pessimistic assumptions~high pressure, large lateral d
mensions, 3.1-mm-thin plates!, it appears that the plate de
formation did not exceed 6% of the cell gap. Based on
independent test performed in Ref.@15#, we assume that this
does not effect the pattern morphology significantly.

III. RESULTS

A. Electric field effects

Simultaneous observation of the pattern evolution w
and withoutE has been performed using cell 1, where on
one-half of the cell has been exposed toE. Consequently, in
these experiments for given values ofpe andE one has dif-
ferent me f f in the two halves of the cell. Fig. 1 shows tw
series of such experiments withpe514 mbar and pe
538 mbar and with differentE ranging from 0 to 0.5 V/mm.
The cell was filled with ZLI-2116-100 and the temperatu
wasT532 °C. As it can be seen, the motion of the interfa
is slower in the half plane whereE is applied.

In Fig. 2~a!, the ratioA2 /A (A is the complete area of th
pattern andA2 is the pattern’s area in the half plane withE
Þ0) has been plotted as a function ofE for different values
of pe ranging from 5 mbar to 38 mbar. Ideally, forE50 one
should haveA2 /A50.5. Figure 2~a! shows thatA2 /A is
slightly above 0.5 for all values ofpe in case ofE50. This
is presumably caused by the differences in wetting proper
~one-half of the upper plate is coated with SnO2 while the
other half is not!. For low pe , the ratioA2 /A decreases and
saturates to the value of about 0.1 already at low values oE.
Naturally, the higherpe requires higherE for such saturation.

One can construct a ‘‘threshold curve’’Eth(pe) that di-
vides the so called basic state from the state perturbed bE
in the (pe ,E) plane. In the basic state the influence ofE on
the interface motion is not detectable~i.e., A2 /A50.5 or
slightly larger because the above described differences in
wetting properties!, contrary to the perturbed state whe
A2 /A,0.5. Such a threshold curve is presented in Fig. 2~b!
and it appears to be linear as a function ofpe .

FIG. 1. Influence of the electric field in cell 1 filled with ZLI
2116-100. Two series of experiments with differentpe at T
532 °C. For each subfigureE50 in the upper half plane, while in
the lower half planeE50; 0.16 V/mm; 0.50 V/mm for pe

514 mbar andE50; 0.31 V/mm; 0.50 V/mm for pe538 mbar.
7-2
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FIG. 2. ~a! Ratio of A2 /A versusE for different pe . ~b! The
‘‘threshold curve’’ dividing the basic state from the state perturb
by E.
the

04171
B. Temperature effects

Similar experiments to that presented in Fig. 1 have b
performed at different temperatures ranging fromT530 °C
to T597 °C. The latter temperature is just above t
nematic-isotropic phase transitionTNI595°. Figure 3 shows
the time evolution of the interface forpe512 mbar at three
different temperatures:T531 °C, T592 °C ~both in the
nematic phase!, andT597 °C ~in the isotropic phase!. The
interface motion becomes faster as the temperature incre
This is in accordance with the temperature dependence
the viscosity coefficients—see, e.g., Refs.@42,43#.

The ratio ofA2 /A is also indicated in Fig. 3. ForE50 on
both half-planes of the cell, the value ofA2 /A has been
found for eachT to be slightly above 0.5@see Figs. 3~a–c!#
due to the differences in the wetting properties on the t
parts of the cell described in the preceding section. FoE
50.5 V/mm on the bottom half planeA2 /A has been found
to be much smaller than 0.5 in the nematic phase@see Figs.
3~d! and 3~e!# due to the much higherme f f in the bottom half
plane from that in the upper one. We found a jump in t
value ofA2 /A at TNI which shows that the effect is due to
liquid-crystalline property, presumably the anisotropy ofm.
In the isotropic phase,A2 /A is slightly below 0.5@see Fig.
3~f!#. The small difference inA2 /A shown in Figs. 3~c! and
3~f! is presumably the consequence of a dielectric eff
when the isotropic liquid with« is replaced by air with«0.

In the nematic phase itself theA2 /A also increases
slightly with the temperature@cf. Figs. 3~d! and 3~e!#. This
can be understood by the temperature dependence of the
ezowitz viscosity coefficientsh1 andh2 in most of the nem-
atics, where bothh1 and h2 decrease with the decrease
temperature but with different slopes:h2 decreases faste
with decreasing temperature thanh1 ~see Refs.@42,43#!.
Moreover, just belowTNI , the slope ofh1 changes sign—it
increases with temperature approaching the viscosity of

d

tours
;
.

FIG. 3. Influence of the temperature and that ofE on the interface motion forpe512 mbar at three different temperaturesT531 °C,
T592 °C, andT597 °C. The ratioA2 /A as well as values ofE in both half planes are indicated in each part. Each part consists of con
of the interface taken at subsequent times on top of each other:~a! t51.3 s, 2.5 s, 3.9 s, 4.9 s, 6.3 s, 7.4 s;~b! t50.3 s, 0.6 s, 0.8 s, 1.1 s
~c! t50.3 s, 0.6 s, 1.0 s, 1.5 s;~d! t52.8 s, 4.2 s, 5.3 s, 6.6 s, 7.6 s, 8.6 s;~e! t50.3 s, 0.7 s, 0.9 s, 1.0 s;~f! t50.4 s, 0.7 s, 1.1 s, 1.5 s
7-3
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isotropic phasem iso that is slightly larger thanh1 below
TNI . In the nematic phase withEÞ0 @as in Figs. 3~d! and
3~e!#, one can assumeme f f'h2 in bottom half plane of the
cell, while in the upper half planeme f f'h1. This assumption
leads to the result observed in the experiments:A2 /A in-
creases slightly with the temperature, the increment beco
more pronounced asTNI is approached, and one has a jum
in A2 /A at TNI . Moreover, with the above described a
sumptions one can explain that the interface motion is slo
in the isotropic phase just aboveTNI @Fig. 3~c!# than that in
the nematic phase just belowTNI @Fig. 3~b!#. Namely, in the
first case one hasme f f'h1 and in the latter caseme f f
5m iso , while h1,m iso .

C. Circular cell geometry

The strong influence ofE on the interface motion ha
been demonstrated in the cell 1 that allowed observation
the pattern evolving withE on and off simultaneously in a
single experimental run. However, this cell geometry h
some disadvantages: besides the different wetting prope
on the two half planes,E is inhomogeneous near the line th
divides the two half planes, moreover, this line may repres
an external anisotropy. For these reasons, cell 2 has
used for direct comparison of the patterns appearing witE
off and E on.

Two series of experiments~with E50 and E
50.5 V/mm) have been carried out at room temperatureT
523 °C for pe ranging from 30 mbar to 123 mbar. Figure
shows snapshots of the patterns for differentpe and for both
E50 andE50.5 V/mm in thed5100 mm thick cell filled
with RO-TN-430. Obviously, the difference between t
morphologies withE off and E on becomes more pro
nounced for higherpe . At low pe , patterns observed withE
off and E on are similar: in both cases the interface evolv
through repeated tip splitting@cf. Figs. 4~a! and 4~d!#. In the
intermediate range ofpe the qualitative difference betwee
the patterns withE on and off is obvious—the pattern withE
on is rather side branching@dendritic, Fig. 4~e!#, contrary to
E off where it is more tip splitting@Fig. 4~b!#. For largepe ,
however, tip splitting has been observed for bothE off and
on, but in the latter case the pattern was found to be m
sparse@cf. Figs. 4~c! and 4~f!#. The velocity of the interface
is much lower withE on than withE off; however, the rela-

FIG. 4. Influence of the electric field on the pattern formation
the d5100 mm thick cell 2 filled with RO-TN-430.E and pe are
indicated in the figure. The elapsed times of the growth are~a!
5.5 s, ~b! 1.5 s, ~c! 0.4 s, ~d! 26.5 s,~e! 5.1 s, and~f! 1.2 s.
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tive difference in the velocities decreases with the increas
pe ~compare elapsed times of the growth indicated in
figure caption of Fig. 4!.

At low pe with E off @Fig. 4~a!# the shear torque is stil
large enough to produce flow alignment, i.e., one clearly
serves a director reorientation from the initial homeotropic
radial alignment whenpe is applied so that,me f f'h1 and~if
one assumes that the flow alignment persists at the interf!
s's' . Naturally, the same applies for higherpe too @Figs.
4~b! and 4~c!#. With E off even for the smallestpe
55 mbar~when the air bubble starts to grow! a reorientation
of the director has been clearly detected by the mean
birefringence. Note that in all experiments presented he
dichroic dye has been used as a dopant to enhance the
trast at the interface, and all the images were recorded wi
single polarizer. Test measurements with two~crossed! po-
larizers have been also performed and led to the same
clusion: withE off for pe>5 mbar a reorientation front ha
been observed in the form of rapidly advancing circular
orientation wave~however, with crossed polarizers the r
corded images appeared more complicated due to a
liquid-crystalline layer left behind the air-nematic interfa
due to the wetting reducing significantly the contrast!. The
observation of the reorientation wave atpe55 mbar~with E
off! is in accordance with previous studies that have a
shown that the initial alignment of the nematic director do
not influence the patterns~see, e.g., Ref.@38#! and therefore,
the elastic torque is much smaller than the shear torqu
any of the experiments presented here.

With E on, however, at lowpe @Fig. 4~d!# the electric
torque turned out to be larger than the shear on
homeotropic orientation has been clearly detected even c
to the interface—so thatme f f'h2 and s's i . Conse-
quently, at lowpe by applying strong enoughE, me f f ~that
influences the time scale of the growth! increases by a facto
of about 3–4 compared to the caseE50 ~for estimation of
the viscosities withE off and on see the following section!.
This explains why the pattern shown in Fig. 4~d! grows
much slower than that presented in Fig. 4~a!. Surface
tension—which at lowpe mainly controls the growth of the
interface—differs also withE off and on, but this difference
should not be larger than tipically 30% according to Re
@42,43#. Such a relatively small difference betweens' and
s i could explain the similarity of the morphologies shown
Figs. 4~a! and 4~d!.

At intermediatepe @Fig. 4~e!#, however, the shear torqu
becomes comparable with that of the electric. The direc
field has been found experimentally~again by means of bi-
refringence! to be inhomogeneous. Just in front of the tips
deviation from the homeotropic alignment has been detec
while in other parts of the cell~at the lateral sides of the tip
and far from the interface! the orientation remained homeo
tropic. In this case the balance of the electric and sh
torques presumably results in a director field which makes
angle larger than the Leslie angleQ0 with the velocity. This
means that both the viscosity and the surface tension bec
anisotropic in the shear plane near the tip that leads to st
lization of the tip and to a transition from tip splitting to sid
branching as seen in the experiments@cf. Figs. 4~b! and
7-4
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4~e!#. On the other hand, deviations from the homeotro
alignment in the intermediatepe range lead to the decreas
of the viscosity in the shear plane compared to that in
low pe range. This explains the lowering of the relative d
ference in the interface velocities for intermediatepe @Figs.
4~b! and 4~e!# compared to that for lowpe @Figs. 4~a! and
4~d!#.

For largepe @Fig. 4~f!#, deviation from the homeotropic
alignment in front of the tip is even more distinguishable a
the tip splitting reappears. However, far from the interfa
and at the lateral sides of the tip the orientation rema
nearly homeotropic with larger effective viscosity than th
in front of the tip, producing more ‘‘elongated’’ tips com
pared to those withE off @Fig. 4~c!# and resulting a more
sparse pattern. The observed reappearance of the tip spl
growth mode is in accordance with other experiments in
uid crystals, where dendritic growth has been detected o
in a certain range ofpe @34,38#. In Ref. @34# it has been
shown that for the tip stabilization~side branching, dendritic
growth!, a critical value of the viscosity ratiom t /m r (m t and
m r are the viscosities in the tangential and in the radial
rection to the tip! is needed. This is the reason why stab
dendritic tips are observable over a certain range ofpe only.
Namely, at highpe ~high Er) the probability of defect cre-
ation ~spatial inhomogeneities inn! increases, and shear in
stabilities can also occur. Both of these phenomena ten
destroy the laminar flow~and the shear alignment! and with
that, the viscosity anisotropy~maintaining the stable den
dritic growth! tends to diminish resulting in the reappearan
of the tip splitting growth mode.

Note the striking similarities between our Fig. 4 and e
perimental results obtained in aqueous glycerol and hyd
ypropyl methyl cellulose~HPMC! solutions where an in-
crease of isopropyl alcohol content led to a decrease ins as
well as an increase inh @21,22#, i.e., to a similar situation
that is achieved by application ofE in our experiments. For
the Newtonian glycerol solutions the increase of the isop
pyl alcohol content caused finger narrowing and an incre
of the number of fingers. In contrast, for the shear-thinn
HPMC solutions, a morphological transition has been
ported@21# with the increase of the alcohol content. Witho
isopropyl alcohol a highly branched pattern has been

FIG. 5. Growth from an initial circular bubble in thed
5100 mm thick cell 2 filled with RO-TN-430.E and pe are indi-
cated in the figure. Each part consists of contours of the inter
taken at subsequent times on top of each other:~a! t50, 6.9 s,
13.5 s; ~b! t50, 0.3 s, 0.7 s;~c! t50, 0.1 s, 0.3 s;~d! t50,
20.5 s, 49.7 s;~e! t50, 1.0 s, 2.5 s;~f! t50, 0.2 s, 0.6 s.
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tected @similar to that shown in Fig. 4~c!#, while with an
increase of the alcohol content the branching growth
been suppressed resulting in less space filling pattern@similar
to our Fig. 4~f!#.

D. Destabilization of the circular bubble

Inhomogeneities on the bounding glass plate at the h
used as inlet for the air may influence the number of fing
formed in the fingering process. Therefore, one can ob
much more precise experimental results starting the gro
from an initial air bubble kept in equilibrium at a finite ra
dius. Figure 5 shows contours of patterns grown in sim
condition as those in Fig. 4, but starting the growth from
initial air bubble. Qualitatively, the main characteristics
the patterns in Fig. 5 are similar to those presented in Fig
the difference between the morphologies withE off and on
becomes more pronounced by the increase ofpe ; at low pe
the patterns withE off and on are quite similar@cf. Figs. 5~a!
and 5~d!#; the velocity of the interface is much lower withE
off than with E on, but the relative difference in the veloc
ties decreases with the increase ofpe ~compare the times o
growth indicated in the figure caption of Fig. 5!. The only
exception is that the tip stabilization in the intermedia
range ofpe is not so obvious in Fig. 5~e! as in Fig. 4~e!.

One can make a rough estimation ofs by observing the
first destabilization of the circular interface. Namely, negle
ing the kinetic term~acceptable approximation at lowpe
only!, linear stability analysis of the circular interface lea
to the expression@33#

m* 5F 1

3
S S peR

s
21D

ln~R0 /R!
11D G 1/2

~3.1!

for the fastest growing modem* . HereR is the radius of the
circular interface andR0 is the cell radius. Consequently,m*
is independent of the viscosity and depends only on the r
of pe /s. Experiments at lowpe ~where the kinetic term can

e

FIG. 6. Rough estimation of the surface tension from the lin
stability analysis for RO-TN-430.
7-5
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be omitted! in the isotropic phase of liquid crystal 8CB gav
results in good agreement with Eq.~3.1! @33#.

Figure 6 shows a graph for such estimation of the surf
tension withE off ~which would correspond tos' assuming
flow alignment in the sample!. From the slope of the fitted
straight line a value ofs'5(1.2560.03)31022 N m has
been obtained, which is a slightly smaller value~by about
30–50 %! from those obtained for several other nemat
liquid-crystal–air interfaces@41#. As one can see in Fig. 5
~second contours in time!, the number of perturbations fo
the first destabilization of the circular interface does not d
fer significantly for E off and E on for a givenpe . This
indicates that the anisotropy of the surface tension is sma
than that detectable with such a rough estimation metho

From the growth of the circular interface one can estim
the value of the effective viscosity. Namely, the normal v
locity with which a circular interface propagates is given
@34#

vn5
d2

12m Fpe2sS 1

R
2

1

R0
D G 1

Rln~R0 /R!
. ~3.2!

If one neglects the terms@(1/R)2(1/R0)# ~which is in our
case by orders of magnitude smaller thanpe), one can obtain
from Eq. ~3.2!

R2F lnS R0

R D1
1

2G5
d2pe

6m
t, ~3.3!

i.e., by plotting the left hand side of Eq.~3.3! as a function of
t ~Fig. 7!, the slope gives the value ofd2pe/6m from which
the viscosity can be calculated. From the slopes in Fig
values of h1'me f f50.045 Pa s~with d5100 mm and pe
51900 Pa) andh2'me f f50.167 Pa s~with d5100 mm
and pe52000 Pa) have been obtained withE off and on,
respectively. These values are in the range of the viscos
measured for other nematic liquid crystals@42,43#, and re-
flect the high anisotropy in the viscosity~common to nematic
liquid crystals!, which presumably plays a decisive role
achieving morphological transitions presented above.

FIG. 7. Estimation of effective viscosities for RO-TN-430 wi
E off ~open circles! andE on ~filled circles!.
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To our knowledge for the materials used in present exp
ments the viscosities and the elastic constantsKi are not
available~in fact, our experiments gave only an admitted
crude estimate of the corresponding Miesowitz viscosity
efficients!. Moreover, an applied electric field gives an ext
torque counteracting the flow alignment of the director. A
these facts prevent us to give a precise quantitative calc
tion of the corresponding Ericksen numberEr
5me f fvnd/Ki and the torquesG i acting. However, taking the
known parameters for our substance and substituting
missing ones with data for a commonly used liquid crys
MBBA, we can make an estimation ofEr and the torques.

First, we can roughly estimate the velocityv reor of the
front at which the complete flow alignment should occur~for
details see, e.g., Ref.@40#!. These calculations givev reor
;431025 m/s leading to anEr'100 ~taking the known
Leslie viscosity coefficientsa i and the relevantK3 elastic
coefficient for MBBA—see, e.g., Ref.@45#!. On the other
hand, our measurements made at the lowestpe55 mbar give
vn'4031025 m/s andEr'1000, i.e., both thevn and Er
larger by about an order of magnitude than the values wh
the complete shear alignment should take place. This me
that already at the smallestpe applied we are well above th
reorientation threshold as experimentally observed.

Second, a rough estimation of the torques acting on
unit of volume in our experiments leads us to the followi
results: ~i! elastic torque Gel'0.01 N/m2, with K357
310212 N measured for MBBA;~ii ! electric torqueGE5n
3@«a(n•E)E/4p#'3 N/m2 with E50.5 V/mm applied in
our experiments;~iii ! shear torque in case shown in Fig. 5~d!
is Gs5a2vn /d'0.3 N/m2, while for that shown in Fig. 5~e!
Gs'4 N/m2 (a2520.0775 Pa s taken again for MBBA!.

As one can see again,Gel is negligible compared toGs
and GE . Note also that at smallpe @Fig. 5~d!# GE@Gs and
consequently, the homeotropic orientation should persis
observed in the experiments. Atpe570 mbar, however,GE
;Gs and a competition occurs between these two torques
the spatial spots in Fig. 5~e! wherevn is relatively large~in
front of the tips! Gs prevails and the director reorients. Th
explains the experimental observation of the nonhomogen
director field at this~and larger! pe .

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown experimentally that a morphological tra
sition can be induced at the air—nematic-liquid-crystal int
face by applying an appropriate electric fieldE. Namely, a
strong enoughE ~for a givenpe) reorients the director field
which tunes the viscosity, the surface tension, and the an
ropy of these quantities in the shear plane.

We have also estimated material parameterss and me f f
~quantities which are not easy to determine experimenta!,
and we found values that are in a reasonable agreement
the values measured for other nematic liquid crystals.

The experimental observation that the morphological tr
sition occurs at higherpe , and since the anisotropy in th
viscosity seems to be much larger than that in the surf
tension, indicates that the high anisotropy in the viscos
7-6
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plays a decisive role in achieving the presented morphol
cal transitions.

Finally, one should mention that the method describ
here could be useful in studying the side branching proc
by application of a modulatedE @44#, or with the help of the
bounding glass plates having electrodes with various spe
geometries.
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